Outstanding Clinical Results

Ask your practitioner today about Pixel Perfect Skin Resurfacing.

Alma Lasers is a global innovator of laser, light-based, radiofrequency and ultrasound technologies for the aesthetic and surgical markets. We enable practitioners to offer safe and effective procedures while allowing patients to benefit from state-of-the-art, clinically proven solutions and treatments.

To learn more about Alma Lasers, visit us at: www.almalasers.com
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Skin Resurfacing the Way It Should Be

Pixel Perfect™ is a revolutionary skin resurfacing treatment from Alma Lasers that offers you the chance to look younger and let your inner radiance be free.

With Pixel Perfect you can:
1. Smooth out acne scars
2. Clear years of sun damage such as: Age Spots Fine Lines Wrinkles
3. Improve many imperfections

The end result is a more youthful appearing you.

How It Works

Pixel Perfect works by creating thousands of microscopic perforations while leaving the surrounding tissue intact. This allows for very rapid healing.

Pixel Perfect technology delivers the laser’s therapeutic energy fast, shortening your treatment time without sacrificing its benefits.

Is Pixel Perfect Right For Me?

If your skin looks older than you want it to, you’re probably a candidate for Pixel Perfect. The best candidates take care of their skin and are in good health with moderate sun damage.

Ask your provider for a Pixel Perfect consultation.

What Can I Expect During Treatment?

Your provider will use a topical anesthetic to numb your skin. When ready, your treatment will begin. The length of the treatment depends on many factors, but could take less than 30 minutes.

Does it Hurt?

While pain tolerance varies from person to person, most Pixel Perfect patients tolerate the treatment without any difficulty. Some discomfort is normal—and fleeting. Regardless, follow all of the post treatment instructions issued by your provider.